
Travel Bags by Peak Design

carry-on size backpack
sac à dos de voyage
手荷物旅行バックパック travel

register your backpack today
pkdsn.com/register

because no two trips are the same

access

keep traveling back 
zippers near top of 
bag for easy interior 
access 

15”

11”

access every 
area of your 
bag while 
wearing

perfect for 
photographers 
when used with 
Camera Cubes

via primary zip

dual side access

top + laptop access

max laptop 
size:
max tablet 
size:

organizat ion

snap compression 

stow panel for large volume

stow panel in 
built-in pocket

dual snaps
compress 
bag from 
outside

unzip

zip expansion

back handle works 
as luggage 

pass-through

securit y + straps

magical strap stowage
instantly hide straps 
for transport

adjustable sternum strap

quick
-stow

long 
stow

tuck in 
harness 
panels for 
increased 
support and 
airflow

x4

photography

tripod carry

camera & lens carry

straps:

waist belt:

dedicated 
attachment 
for Peak 
Design Range 
Pouch and 
Capture 
Camera Clip

perfect for 
camera carry 
with Peak 
Design 
Capture Clip

sold separately

sold separately

use external 
carry straps to 
carry tripods in 
side pocket

external 
pockets 
+ carry

hidden
zip pockets 

x2

waist 
belt  

pocket

quick 
stash top 
pocket

expanding
side 

pockets
x2

deployable 
compression 
straps for 
external carry

multiple 
attachment 
points

big & 
beautiful 
access
heavy-duty #10 
zip opens entire 
back of bag 

loads of pockets 
and internal division 
create a mobile 
command center

dedicated 
organization 
panel

Camera Cubes

Medium LargeSmall

Camera Cubes can be accessed both from 
the back and sides of the Backpack

mount 
Camera 
Cubes to bag 
for stability 
and security

mount Small Cube 
sideways and tuck 
back top panel for 
on-body access

C-Clips

Small Cube mount

tuck Cube lid back for  
single-zip access 

available in 
multiple sizes

shown in Large

BTR-45-BK-1
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BTR-45-SG-1

Cubes

example 
configuration 1

example 
configuration 2

Camera Cube 
Medium

Camera 
Cube Small

Packing
Cube Small

Packing
Cube Small

Packing
Cube Small

= =

15cm30cm

15cm

Peak Design Packing Cubes and 
Camera Cubes are designed to fit 
perfectly in our Travel Bags. This 45L 
backpack holds 3 units of Cubes.

1in x 16in x 11in
2.5cm x 40cm x 30cm

designed in San Francisco,
made in Vietnam

stowable
waist belt

carry-on 
approved

400d shell
900d bottom

weatherproof 
construction +
waterproof 
zippers

45L volume

unpacked
weight

max
laptop

size15in

M E M B E R

pkdsn.com/travelbackpack

outer shell of bag 
is made from 
recycled plastics

®TM and      2018 Peak Design

designed 
around Peak 
Design Cubes 
and Pouches

BTR-45-SG-1

8 1 8 3 7 3 0 2 0 8 6 6

2.05 kg
4.52 lb

theft 
deterrence

lockable zips

feed side zippers into 
main compartment

loop side zippers around 
toggles inside bag

use cable lock on back 
and front zippers

locking 
zip pulls 
keep your 
pockets 
closed 
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designed in San Francisco,
made in Vietnam

stowable
waist belt

carry-on 
approved

400d shell
900d bottom

weatherproof 
construction +
waterproof 
zippers

45L volume

unpacked
weight

max
laptop

size

1in x 16in x 11in
2.5cm x 40cm x 30cm

2.05 kg
4.52 lb

15in

M E M B E R

8 1 8 3 7 3 0 2 0 8 5 9

BTR-45-BK-1

pkdsn.com/travelbackpack

outer shell of bag 
is made from 
recycled plastics

®TM and      2018 Peak Design

designed 
around Peak 
Design Cubes 
and Pouches

packing tools

stowable Rainfly and Shoe Pouch available 

compare bags, cubes, accessories:
pkdsn.com/pack
sold separately

Packing
Cubes

Camera
Cubes

Pouches

front organization panel works great for 
Pouch storage

Peak Design Pouches organize your 
smaller items brilliantly.

Wash
Pouch

Tech
Pouch


